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ABSTRACT: Recommendation systems are used to predict items that a user may be interested in that item. The 
numerous of approaches has been developed for doing recommendation, containing content-based, collaborative and 
knowledge-based. In content based filtering and collaborative based filtering there are some drawbacks and challenges 
like cold- start, specialization, new user problem, trust, privacy etc..This can be avoided by using hybrid filtering which 
is a combination of content based filtering and collaborative based filtering. Due to hybrid filtering accuracy of 
prediction in recommendation system increases. Hybrid filtering can be used for improving retrieval quality in 
recommendation system. Most of the web services can use hybrid filtering for improving retrieval quality in 
recommendation system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

After the beginning of web, the internet began growing developing with fast speed. Many opportunities, such as sharing 
knowledge, information, opinion with other users, came out. The variety of online shops, auctions opened up in the 
internet. In present days every user of the WWW can buy almost any item being in any country of the world. The 
amount of information and items got extremely huge, leading to an information overload. It became a big problem to 
find what the user is actually looking for. The search engines moderately solved that problem, but personalization of 
information was not given. So developers found a solution in recommender systems. Recommender systems are the 
software’s for filtering and sorting items and information. They use opinions of a community of users to help 
individuals in that community to more effectively identify content of interest from a potentially overwhelming set of 
choices. [1] The diversity of huge algorithms and approaches that help creating personalized recommendations. Two of 
them became very popular: collaborative filtering and content-based filtering. They are used as a base of most modern 
recommender systems. There are some modern recommendation systems improving their recommendations accuracies 
by using context-aware, semantic and other approaches. Today, recommendations are more specific and personalized. 
Problems of combining different technologies and recommending approaches for better results 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

There are different types of recommendation techniques are available but they all do not provide the incremental 
learning and reinforcement learning. The recommendation system which is based on gathering and building user 
preference profiles: these are based on users stated preferences (called preference-based recommenders) and these are 
based on users purchase behaviors (called behavior-based recommenders). For the cure of behavior-based 
recommendation, which generate recommendations on users accumulated interaction behaviours such as the items 
users have examined and purchased, please refer to, and to for demographic-based recommenders. Following are the 
types of preference-based recommenders are as case, rating, utility and critiquing-based. 
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A. Rating-Based Systems: 
 

The various users clearly represent their choices (even though they may not know it) by giving either binary or 
multi scale scores to items that they experienced. Either the system proposes a user to rate a set of items or users will 
selection their own a set of items for rating. These are the ratings contains the user profile. The systems that comes into 
this category are called as collaborative recommenders due to the reality that the user is recommended items that people 
with same tastes and preferences was liked. This systems are known as social recommender. How the collaborative 
algorithms work can be found in detail lately some websites, such as amazon.com started collecting users ratings on 
more attributes of an item to obtain a more refined preference profile. 

 
B. Case-based Systems: 
 

This type of system recommends items on the basis of users interest. A product is treated as a case having 
multiple attributes. These are the approaches that are used to evaluate the attribute values of remaining products and the 
preferences of a user, and then predicts one or several best-ranked options according to a ranking scheme. 
 
C. Utility-Based Systems: 
 

This systems recommends the items which are based on critiquing recommenders and users stated preferences 
on multi attribute of products. The multi-attribute products use to the encoding scheme used to show all available data 
with the take any value v, from a domain of values d(bi). By taking ex, a data set consisting all digital cameras in an e-
store will be represented by the similar set of attributes: these are price, resolution, optical zoom, memory, screen size 
D. Critiquing-based Systems The two case and utility-based recommenders will be developed by adding the extra 
interaction step of critiquing. The critiquing product recommendation system affect an artificial that recommends 
options based on users current preferences and then elicits their feedback in the chance of critiques as He should like 
something cheaper or with tremendous processor speed. The critiques are helped by the agent upgrade its accuracy in 
predicting users requirements in the next recommendation cycle. The user to lastly judge her optimal product, a number 
of these cycles are sometimes required, but the users are to give all of their preferences up front, then for the products 
that are unknown to them, the choice critiquing agent is the best for way to support of them incrementally construct 
their preference model. 

 
III. TRADITIONAL APPROACHES 

 
Content Based Filtering The content-based recommender systems effort with profiles of users that are created at the 
beginning. A profile has information about a user and his taste. Taste is based on how the user rated items. When 
making a profile, recommender systems make a overall survey, to get starting information about a user in order to 
ignore the new-user problem. [2] From the recommendation system process, the engine of this compares the items 
which were already rated by the user with the items he didn’t rate and looks for similarities. The list of items that are 
mostly similar to the positively rated ones, will 
 

 
                                                                Fig. 1. List of movies the user has watched 
 
Figure 1 represents an ex of a user profile with the movies he/she has watched and the ratings the user made. Figure 2 
shows the list of movies and their attribute-values. A content- 
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Fig. 2. The movies list 

 
based recommender system would find out movies from the list (Figure 2) that the user has already watched and 
positively rated. Then, it would compare those movies with the rest of the movies from the list (Figure 2) and look for 
similarities. Similar movies would be recommended the user. In the present ex we will see that there is a movie 
Bazzigar similar to the movie Drishyam that the user positively rated. The user hasn’t rated Bazzigar so it will be 
recommended him/her. B. Collaborative Based Filtering It became one of the most developed strategy of recommender 
system. [1] The idea of collaborative filtering is in finding users in a community that share appreciations [3]. Whenever 
any two users which has common or almost same rated items in common, then they must have common tastes. This 
users make a group or a so called neighbourhood. Sudden user will get recommendations to the list of items that users 
hasnt rated before, but items were already rated by users in his/her neighbourhood. Figure 4 shows that all three users 
rate the movies positively and with similar marks. That means that they have similar taste and build a neighbourhood. 
The user A hasnt rated the movie , which probably mean that he hasn’t watched it yet. As the movie was positively 
rated by the other users, he will get this item recommended. As opposed to simpler recommender systems where 
recommendations base on the most rated item and the most popular item methods, collaborative recommender systems 
care about the taste of user. The taste is considered to be constant or at least change slowly. 

 
Fig. 3. Collaborative recommender system example 

 
Collaborative filtering is widely used in e-commerce. Customers may rate music, movies and books then get 
recommendations regarding these subjects in future. Collaborative filtering is used in browsing of certain documents 
(example: documents comes in scientific works, articles, and magazines). [3] Coming in details of methods of 
collaborative filtering we can differentiate most popular approaches: user-based, itembased and model-based 
approaches. C. User-based approach This approach was developed in the end of 1995 by the professor of University of 
London Jonathan.[8] In the userbased approach, the users perform the main role. If certain majority of the customers 
has the same taste then they join into one group.Recommendations are given to user based on evaluation of items by 
other users form the same group, with whom he/she shares common preferences. If the item was positively rated by the 
community, it will be recommended to the user. Thus in the user-based approach the items that were already rated by 
the user before play an important role in searching a group that shares appreciations with him. [1] [4] [5] (See Figure 3) 
Fig. 4. 
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D. Item-based approach This approach was proposed by the researchers of University of Minnesota in 2001 [7]. 
Assigning to the reality that the taste of users maintains same or change very slightly similar items build 
neighbourhoods based on appreciations of users. Afterwards the system generates recommendations with items in the 
neighbourhood that a user would prefer [6] [8] (See Figure 5). Hybrid Based Filtering Because better results a few 
recommender systems blend different tactics of collaborative approaches and content based approaches. Applying 
hybrid approaches we can escape some limitations and problems of clean recommender systems, same the cold-start 
problem. The blending of approaches can proceed in different ways [2]: 1) Independent implementation of algorithms 
and joining the results. 2) Using some rules of content-based filtering in collaborative approach. 3) Use some rules of 
collaborative filtering in content based approach. 4) Make a unified recommender system, that comes together both of 
the approaches. Robin Burke worked out a taxonomy of hybrid recommender systems categorizing them. [14] Cinema 
Screen is an example of a  recommendation agent that gives its users recommendations based on hybrid filtering about 
the movies that are shown in cinemas. On the website a user can create an account and evaluate all movies he/she has 
seen in cinemas. At first the system uses collaborative filtering. On the outcome of collaborative filtering it applies 
content based filtering. The combination of two approaches gives Cinema Screen opportunity to make more 
recommendations [8] (See Figure6). 
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IV. CHALLENGES 
A. Cold-start: 
 

The cold start problem occurred when recommendation system tries to give recommendations on empty users 
profile data which is almost empty and he hasn’t rated any items. It is unknown to the system. Through survey this 
problem can be solved in much recommendation system. Cold-start problem not only related to the user but it is also 
related with the new item and haven’t been rated before. 
 
B. Trust: 
 

The voices of people with a short history may not be that relevant as the voices of those who have rich history 
in their profiles. This issue of trust can be solved by distribution of priorities to the users. 
 
C. Scalability: 

 
With the growth of numbers of users and items, the system needs more resources for processing information 

and forming recommendation. The major Resources required to form a small recommendation. This problem can be 
solved by the combination of various types of filters and incremental critiquing. In our project we are work on that area 
to create a stable and scalable recommender system. 
 
D. Sparsity: 

 
In online shops that have a huge amount of users and items there are almost always users that have rated few 

items. By using collaborative and content filtering approaches recommender systems. Generally create neighbourhood 
of users on the basis of users profile data. Assuming that a user has calculated just some items then it is pretty difficult 
to determine his taste and he/she could be related to the wrong neighbourhood. The problem of Sparsity is arrived due 
to lack of information. 
 
E. Privacy: 
 

Privacy has been the most important problem. In order to receive the most accurate and correct 
recommendation, the system must acquire the most amount of information possible about the user, including 
demographic data and data around the location of a specific user. Naturally, the question of reliability, security and 
confidentiality of the given information arises. Many online shops offer effective protection of privacy of the users by 
utilizing specialized algorithms and programs. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
Recommendation systems have definitely opened new options of searching and filtering information. Internet stores 
have accelerated profits, music lovers have discovered new artists unknown to them before, and tourists might take a 
look to new interesting places. Having all these options available, the customers save their time in multiple numbers. 
And this is the minor part of the beneficial influence of recommendation system on the clients. At the same time, there 
are some shortcomings, limits, and defects. Some of them were discussed above. Numerous improvements are required 
in the sphere of development of users model, of dapper semantic analysis of information, and of acceleration and 
polishing of recommendations. Recommendation systems are not limited by only computers and mobile devices, but 
they can also open new security capabilities while embedded into automobile industry, and overall, into devices of 
everyday use. This, in turn, would require development of more specified recommendation systems. All these facts 
make us sure that these systems will be promising and topical for long time. And we are just in the initial stage of their 
development. 
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